This current paper can be considered the sequel to the 2006 paper. The research conducted in the AOL over the past four years followed the path outlined in 2006 addressing some of the most challenging research areas included in the NextGen vision. As the context of the work is unchanged we will introduce this paper with the following paragraphs that are almost identical to the first few paragraphs of the 2006 paper:
A. Simulating NextGen -An Ongoing Challenge
Simulating air traffic operations is challenging. Complex interactions between air traffic controllers, flight crews, traffic managers, airline operators and their respective automation systems result in the organized or chaotic movement of thousands of aircraft through the airspace. Covering all the potential interactions in simulation is impossible. Therefore, each simulation has to be designed to cover those aspects that are relevant to answer particular research questions. Realizing the vision for the Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) outlined by the Joint Planning and Development Office (JPDO) 2 requires simulations to address numerous research questions.
The NextGen vision calls for a system-wide transformation leading to a new set of capabilities that will allow the system to respond to future needs of the Nation"s air transportation. The list includes communication and physical infrastructure, the acceleration of automation and procedural changes based on 4-dimensional (4D) trajectory analyses to substantially increase capacity and efficiency of the National Airspace System (NAS) without impacting safety, and dynamic reconfiguration of airspace to be scalable to geographic and temporal demand. A key element of the NextGen vision is the complete transformation to the concept of Trajectory-Based Operations in a PerformanceBased environment.
The primary focus of NASA"s NextGen Airspace project is to explore and develop integrated solutions providing research data to define and assess the allocation of ground and air automation concepts and technologies including the human roles necessary for the NextGen. Simulations are a primary research tool. In order to address the NextGen Airspace research needs ambitious operational concepts with highly advanced automation support have to be rapidly prototyped and evaluated in simulation. These simulations need to be visionary and realistic at the same time. Realizing NextGen operational concepts cannot be limited to today"s technologies, and distribution of roles and responsibilities. At the same time disregarding the many aspects that make today"s system safe and relatively efficient would also be a mistake.
A Furthermore, it can be expected that today"s state of the art aircraft will still represent the majority of aircraft in the NextGen environment and that the operators, controllers and pilots trained in the next decade will represent a majority of operators for the NextGen. Therefore, finding the appropriate transition path will also be crucial in implementing the NextGen vision and simulations need to be able to address both, the far-term vision and the transitional stages.
The Airspace Operations Laboratory (AOL) at the NASA Ames Research Center has been designed for studying air traffic operations in the current environment, possible NextGen environments as well as the transitional stages between now and then.
B. New Capabilities to Create a Better NextGen Experience
New capabilities in the AOL have made it possible to conduct human-in-the-loop simulations at very high levels of fidelity, complexity, vigilance and operational validity. Participants, visitors and researchers are able to experience specific flavors of NextGen in new ways. Earlier simulations had already been conducted at fairly high levels of fidelity, but the following enhancements have enabled the laboratory to create a near full mission control room experience for the participants:
 Physical changes to the air traffic control and management lab facilities  Staffing of area supervisor and traffic management positions in addition to controller positions  Integration of a new voice system that adds realistic ground/ground communication  Expansion of simulation technologies to include advanced traffic management functions  Simulation of thousands of aircraft across multiple Centers  Simulation of realistic convective weather situations  Integration of unique, highly advanced automation function prototypes envisioned for NextGen
Following this introduction, Section II of this paper gives an overview over the physical changes and new participant positions provided in the AOL. Section III describes the new real-time software capabilities implemented in the AOL since 2006 that are available at the associated operator stations. Section IV summarizes off-line capabilities with respect to scenario and weather generation as well as data analysis functions that are crucial to the successful simulation conduct. Section V summarizes simulations and findings of the primary research areas since 2006. A few short remarks conclude this paper. This paper is intended to complement the 2006 paper and does not replicate the complete capability description given in the earlier paper.
II. Physical Layout and New Participant Positions
The AOL, its hardware, and its Multi Aircraft Control System (MACS) 4 software are designed to be easily configured for any study needs. In 2008 and 2009 particular emphasis was placed on adding traffic management unit (TMU) and area supervisor functions and workstations and fitting them into the physical layout of the laboratory.
A. Physical Layout
Currently the AOL space has been configured to enable the simulation across two air traffic control areas and include a traffic management unit. Figure 2 below shows the current configuration with some sample pictures. Within the air traffic control rooms wall projectors have been added to display the traffic situation, load graphs or any other information the area supervisor selects to display to the controllers. Controller stations can be configured as either Radar (R-) or Data (D-) Side. Neighboring R-and D-Sides can be linked to synchronize data tag movements and certain other display elements, which enables team operations on a given sector. The traffic management functions available at the traffic management positions were developed for the FAA co-sponsored research on multi sector planning and flexible airspace management and represent advanced flow based trajectory management airspace functions as envisioned for NextGen.
The AOL is expanding its laboratory space and adding a new simulation environment that will initially be used as a TRACON laboratory. Figure 3 illustrates the expansion area with the initially planned configuration. This area is currently under construction and expected to be fully usable by the end of 2010. The new area will provide additional room for one air traffic control room with additional air traffic control positions, 8 simulation pilots, a TMU area, experiment control and space for ghost controllers. This lab space can be used to run simulations independently of the original area or both spaces can be combined into one simulation. When completed, the AOL will be able to run various simulation configurations. Some examples are:
 Three simulation worlds Three independent simulations (worlds) can be run simultaneously, each consisting of one air traffic control area with four controllers and one area supervisor, a TMU, ghost controller and 5 simulation pilots. This configuration can be used to conduct a study with three different teams in parallel, which saves time and support requirements compared to running three teams sequentially  Combined Center/TRACON simulation The lab space can also be configured such that the 280 lab provides Center operations across two control rooms with TMU and pilots and the H200 lab simulates the TRACON operations with its TMU and separate simulation manager.
The overall capacity of the new AOL will provide for simulations with up to 15 high fidelity sector controller positions, 3 area supervisor positions, 6 traffic management workstations, 6 ghost controller stations and 18 simulation pilots. This combined capacity will be used when the research questions require a comprehensive multiarea or multi-facility simulation. Frequently the capacity will be used to conduct simulations within different research focus areas in parallel.
B. Staffing of Additional Participant Positions
The layout described above was created to integrate area supervisors and traffic managers into the simulation. As the research was expanding from the tactical air traffic control domain into the area of multi sector planning and dynamic airspace management, additional communication paths had to be simulated. Air traffic control areas have front line managers to supervise the operations in the control room and coordinate with other supervisors and traffic managers. The actions of the supervisors and the TMU have a major impact on the air traffic control operations. When the first simulation in the AOL included an area supervisor and traffic management coordinators, it became obvious that these positions added significant value to the fidelity of the operations. Not only was the staffing necessary, because these positions were data collection positions, but also the air traffic controllers received additional support. Each air traffic control room can now be treated as area in a facility that has a supervisor and can coordinate with other areas and TMUs as necessary. Figure 5 shows a typical layout for a small scale simulation with an air/ground communication page on the left and a ground/ground communication page on the right. The system was built to emulate many of the functionalities of the VSCS installed throughout air traffic control facilities in the US, so that controllers are already familiar with its behavior.
The physical changes, addition of new participant positions and the new voice communication system greatly enhanced the range of simulations that can be conducted in the AOL. However, since the research focus is on NextGen capabilities, which do not exist yet, many new functions had to be added to the AOL"s real-time software in order to equip the operator workstations with the capabilities needed to simulate operations the way they could be ten or twenty years from now. These new functions will be described in the next section.
III. Simulation Software
The AOL uses the Multi Aircraft Control System (MACS) with its networking supplement, the Aeronautical Data link and Radar Simulator (ADRS) as its basic simulation software. Both processes have been developed by the AOL engineers and are constantly advanced. The basic capabilities are described in earlier publications. 1, 4, 5, 6 A. Multi Aircraft Control System (MACS)
As each simulation lends itself to improve the effectiveness, usefulness and usability of the system, the functions implemented in MACS have undergone many levels of refinements. The current capabilities cover a wide range of air traffic environments: current day functionality, near-term improvements to phase in NextGen functions, midterm transitional stages that deal with equipage mixes in the air and on the ground, traffic management modernization, airspace reconfiguration and far-term highly automated stages that enable handling many more aircraft than today.
Research in the AOL pursues primarily ground-based approaches to NAS modernization with modest improvements to airborne equipage. This level of airborne equipage is reflected in the flight deck functions integrated into MACS that enable aircraft to conduct trajectory based operations with flight management systems, integrated with data communication. Furthermore MACS flight decks can display weather and other aircraft. To simulate airborne spacing MACS contains an emulation of the COSPACE airborne spacing algorithm developed by Eurocontrol 9 and provides access to the ASTAR 10 algorithm developed by NASA Langley. Most flight deck capabilities can either be operated by pilots or by automated agents that can load, execute and respond to data link transmitted instructions according to selectable performance parameters. Figure 6 shows a typical MACS pilot station configured with aircraft lists, primary flight displays, data link, airborne spacing panel, mode control panel and flight management system control and display unit.
B. Advanced Air Traffic Control Functions
In order to provide the required automation support to the controller, NextGen ATC workstation prototypes were developed as part of the MACS emulation of the operational en route controller system. These workstations provide access to key functions that support the operator in managing high traffic densities effectively. Figure 7 shows the most advanced controller display as implemented in MACS that is used for the research on ground-based automated separation assurance for the year 2025 and beyond. The general idea of ground-based automated separation assurance is to let the ground-side automation monitor and/or manage nominal trajectorybased operations of equipped aircraft (low-lighted on the display in Figure 7 ), while the operator handles offnominal operations, provides additional services and makes decisions on situations that are presented to him/her (high-lighted on the display). The separation responsibility resides with the service provider, which means the air traffic controller and ground-based automation. The primary difference to today"s system is that the ground-based automation is responsible for conflict detection and that separation assurance automation generates conflict resolution trajectories integrated with data link. These modified trajectories are sent to the aircraft either by the controller or, whenever certain predefined criteria are met, directly by the ground-based automation. The flight crews" responsibilities related to separation assurance do not change from the current day. 11, 12 All functions for conflict detection and resolution, trajectory planning and routine operations are directly accessible from the tactical controller display. Transfer of control and communication between controllers is conducted by the automation close to the sector boundaries. Nominally, aircraft are displayed as chevrons with Figure 6 . MACS multi aircraft pilot station configured for mid-term environment with integrated data link and airborne spacing functions altitudes, a design originally developed for cockpit displays of traffic information 13 . Traffic conflict information, hazard penetration and metering information is presented where applicable. Full data tags are only displayed in short-term conflict situations, or when the controller selects them manually. Time-based metering is supported via timelines and meter lists. The timelines show aircraft"s estimated and scheduled arrival times at specific fixes, which are often meter fixes into congested airports.
Controller Workstation Design for Far-Term Operations with Automated Separation Assurance
The controller can request trajectories to avoid traffic conflicts, weather hazards and solve metering conflicts via various easy-to use mechanisms, using keyboard entries, data tag items, the conflict list or the timeline. The automated trajectory-based conflict resolutions are generated by an autoresolver module originally developed as part of the Advanced Airspace Concept 14 . When initiated by the controller, the automatically generated trajectory becomes a trial trajectory (indicated in cyan in Figure 7) . The controller can then modify and/or uplink the trajectory constraints to the aircraft. During the trial-planning process, all trajectory changes are immediately probed for conflicts and provide real-time feedback on their status, before they are sent. Therefore, the tools are designed to be interactively used. 
Underlying Ground Side Automation
The ground side automation system prototype implemented in MACS represents a synergy between Erzberger"s work on ground-based automated separation assurance 15 and the AOL"s prior human-in-the-loop research on interactive NextGen air traffic control technologies. 16, 17 Erzberger"s Advanced Airspace Concept is theoretically designed to provide fully automated separation assurance and air traffic control operations. The technologies developed in the AOL with the help of many controller-in-the-loop simulations were designed as highly responsive semi-automated decision support tools. The resulting superset of these tools enables simulating a wide range of concepts for functional allocation between the controller and the automation.
In order to provide the automated separation assurance functionality the ground automation creates flight plan based trajectory predictions for all aircraft from their present position to the destination airport. A conformance monitoring function compares each aircraft"s actual position and velocity vector to its flight plan trajectory. When vertical non-conformance is detected, the trajectory generation process uses estimates of the current vertical rate as well as the aircraft supplied target altitude, if available, to generate the prediction. When an aircraft is in lateral nonconformance, or in other words "off-track," the automation uses the aircrafts heading target to generated flight state based trajectory prediction for the next 5 minutes. Since off-track aircraft create an undesirable state, as the system has no medium term trajectory prediction, these aircraft are indicated prominently to the controllers, highlighting a need for implementing a new trajectory for the aircraft. Ideally, all aircraft are in lateral and vertical conformance, and their active trajectories are therefore highly predictable.
All currently active trajectory predictions are tested within each conflict detection cycle as to whether a loss of separation is likely to occur within a predefined look-ahead time, typically 8-10 minutes. If a conflict is first detected with more than three or four minutes to initial loss of separation, the system automatically invokes the autoresolver 15 to determine the best overall conflict resolution according to its built in heuristics. The conflict resolution tries to avoid traffic and weather hazards and meet any potential time constraints. If a resolution does not violate preset parameters, such as change altitude more than 2200 feet, change heading more than 60 degrees, or violate a meet-time constraint, or if unconstrained, cause an overall flight delay of more than 90 seconds, the automation automatically creates and sends a data link message to the aircraft that includes all parameters that need to be loaded into the aircraft FMS to compute a trajectory that sufficiently matches the ground-based trajectory. The ground-based database of flight plans and trajectories is immediately updated so that the next conflict probe cycle will no longer flag this conflict and future conflict resolutions can take the new trajectory into account.
If a conflict resolution falls outside these parameters, it is flagged to the controller for review. The controller can then use semi-automated functions (including the autoresolver) to evaluate different options or approve solutions that are outside the tolerances for automated issuance. If a conflict is predicted to occur within less than three minutes, the TSAFE 18 module is activated and computes tactical heading changes for one or both of the aircraft involved in the conflict. In the current setup, the automation sends the heading change(s) at two minutes to predicted LOS automatically.
While detection and resolution of traffic conflicts can be basically automated, other tasks are conducted by the controllers using automated aids. To enable arrival management in high density operations MACS has a prototype capability to make sure aircraft adhere to scheduling constraints. Controllers can invoke a meet time function that combines the autoresolver logic with a speed advisory function and computes a combination of route, altitude, and speed change to achieve the desired STA on a conflict free path. To deal with convective weather situations, the automation displays the time to predicted weather penetration for all impacted aircraft, and the controllers can create trajectories avoid the weather and other traffic with a responsive trajectory planning tool or an autoresolver function. All automated conflict resolutions in these cases also avoid the convective weather areas and ensure compliance with metering constraints whenever possible.
All functions are implemented in MACS. The autoresolver and TSAFE source code modules developed by Erzberger and Heere are integrated into the MACS java code and use the MACS built-in trajectory generation and conflict probing functions.
The highly advanced ATC automation described above and shown in Figure 7 uses the same underlying trajectory-based technologies that are used for near-term and mid-term ATC workstation prototypes in other studies. Therefore, transitional stages can be addressed and researched and the far-term vision becomes an achievable goal rather than a pie-in-the-sky idea. Figure 8 shows an ATC workstations configured for mid-term operations. In this case the automation is used in a supporting role, providing the controller with decision support tools that integrate into the current human/automation paradigm, but pave the way for future concepts. The trajectory-based automation and data link infrastructure that is core to these mid-term functions is used as for the far-term concepts described above, but with a different functional allocation. The difference becomes obvious when comparing the two displays. Since the far-term workstation is designed for the automation to be responsible for separation assurance, it depicts limited data tags for all aircraft that do not require the controller"s attention. In contrast, the mid-term prototype is designed for the controller to be responsible for separation assurance with automation support and therefore shows full data tags for all aircraft within the controllers airspace. The following is a description of the mid-term operating mode. 17 The controllers use primarily trial-planning functions that allow them to construct provisional trajectories and send them via data comm. or voice to the aircraft. Using the trackball (keyboard commands are also available); the controller starts a trial-plan and can move, insert, and delete points along an aircraft"s trajectory. Points can be dragged with the trackball to any location, allowing for both named points and latitude/longitude points. With a single command, the controllers can then uplink the trial-plan to equipped aircraft as a packaged route that can be directly loaded into its FMS. At the same time that the trajectory data comm. message is sent, the ground system"s stored flight plan is amended. This updated flight plan is then used by the ground system for future computations.
Controller Workstation Design for Mid-Term Operations with Automation Support
For unequipped aircraft the system can be set up to survey the airspace for named waypoints and snap the trial plan to those. Avoiding the use of latitude/longitude points in this mode allows the controller to more easily issue a verbal route amendment to an unequipped aircraft.
The trial-planning function can also be used for altitude changes, either as a separate trial-plan or combined with a lateral modification. Trajectorybased and particularly data comm.-enabled trial-plans have the benefit of reducing the controller workload associated with radar vectoring; turn-outs and turnbacks can be replaced with a complete "hand-drawn" trajectory designed by the controller. Flight crews accept the data comm. clearances electronically as well, which further reduces frequency congestion by replacing the clearance read-backs.
Conflict detection automation is integrated directly into the primary controller workstation similar to the far-term prototype, complementing the controller"s scan and minimizing disruptions to their workflow. The conflict detection probe within MACS uses a deterministic search for conflicts along the trajectories of the ground system"s stored flight plans. In case aircraft are out of conformance with their trajectory, ADS-B state information from the aircraft is used to create a five-minute "dead reckoning" trajectory. Detected conflicts are presented to the controller both in the top right of the Flight Data Block (FDB) as a number (minutes until predicted loss of separation), and in a conflict list view.
The conflict detection probe also checks trialplanning trajectories. If the system detects a conflict between two aircraft, the controller can start a trial-plan and drag or move a point on the route of one of the conflict aircraft, and in real-time the conflict detection probe continuously checks the provisional trial-plan for conflicts with other aircraft. Potential conflicts are clearly indicated on the screen, and it becomes a visual search task for the controller to move the trial-plan until it appears conflict-free. This functionality was implemented in a manner that provides highly responsive feedback to the controller, making it very easy to use and still very useful in high workload and/or time-critical situations.
The autoresolver is also included, which provides efficient trajectory changes to resolve medium-term conflicts. If the ground system detects a conflict between two aircraft, the controller can request a conflict resolution from the automation by clicking on the conflict indications in the flight data block or the conflict list view. Within a few milliseconds, a conflict-free resolution is presented to the controller as a trial-plan that attempts to avoid the other traffic, convective weather areas and adheres to time constraints. Presenting the resolution in this way allows the controller to "tweak" the resolution if necessary, and then send it to the aircraft in the same way manual trial-plans are uplinked.
Additionally, a deterministic weather probe is incorporated, alerting the controllers to predicted weather penetrations. The weather probe information is presented to the controllers in the form a blue number (minutes until predicted weather penetration) in the bottom right of the FDB. While trial-planning to avoid the weather, the controllers can move the trial-plan until the weather probe"s number would disappear. Work is currently underway to integrate advanced autoresolver features that will further improve the automation-assisted generation of weather avoidance trajectories. Since the same automation is used for the mid-term and the far-term prototype, enhancements like these will benefit a wide range of functions.
C. Advanced Air Traffic Management
New technologies were implemented into MACS to combine options for managing demand and capacity into advanced trajectory-based operator stations to enhance the traffic flow and airspace management aspects of the operations. The new functions can be configured to effectively simulate traffic management coordinator (TMC) stations, area supervisor stations, multi sector planning (MSP) stations and airspace manager stations. New tools for situation assessment, planning and plan coordination were distributed throughout the system to create a common understanding of the current situation in order to see the available options and communicate and execute plans.
All operator stations access an information management system for retrieving and providing information. Operators can use voice and data comm. to communicate between each other. Traffic flow planners use functions provided at their workstations to create provisional trajectories that can be coordinated with other traffic management coordinators, supervisors, or controllers. Provisional trajectories for single or multiple aircraft can be sent via the automation for review at other planning stations. Once the trajectories are ready to be issued they can be sent to the sector controllers for execution. Sector controllers evaluate if they pose a separation problem and send the trajectory changes to the aircraft as necessary. Under certain situations, planners can send downstream trajectory changes directly to the aircraft. Operationally the exact rules will have to be determined, but in initial simulations a simplified rule allowed traffic flow planners to send trajectory changes to the aircraft if the first change point was at least 30 minutes away. Similar to the controller stations, the planning stations rely on accurate trajectory predictions to enable their functions. Figure 9 shows a planning station and indicates some of the new capabilities. Real-time filtering and analysis tools provide for traffic flow, sector/load and complexity assessment. Multiaircraft trial planning functions provide options for previewing the impact for several trajectory changes on the overall situation. Any plans can be sent to other operators for their review. A short summary of the central new trajectory management functions follows. 
Traffic Flow Assessment
In order to assess the traffic flow within a large congested airspace, new dynamic filter capabilities have been prototyped that allow operators to highlight only specific aircraft. All traffic can be filtered such that only aircraft that fly to or from specific airports, or via designated routes, waypoints, or altitudes are highlighted. Aircraft can be highlighted that pass through specific sectors, dynamically drawn objects or forecasted convective weather areas. Filters can be combined, dynamically added, deleted or edited and color coded. Aircraft that do not pass the filter test are pushed into the displays background; aircraft that meet the selected criteria are brought into the foreground. Figure 9 shows an example of how operators can use these filters. When the picture was taken, the operator was examining reroute options around a convective weather cell. Therefore, he selected a filter on the DSR display that highlighted only aircraft that were predicted to penetrate the convective weather area within the next 30-90 minutes.
Load/Complexity Assessment
Similar to traffic management tools today, traffic loads for sectors are computed as the number of aircraft predicted to be in the sector for a given time frame. The results are presented in tables and graphs. When the operator selects a specific time slice these aircraft are also highlighted on the display. In order to account for complexity factors that go beyond a single number of aircraft, the graphs and tables can be switched to show only subsets of the aircraft, such as the unequipped and transitioning aircraft, aircraft predicted to be in conflict, or aircraft predicted to penetrate weather hazards. In addition to these values a real time estimate of the sector complexity is also computed. The complexity calculation includes the factors described above as well as the sector shape and size. Therefore, operators can use the complexity values instead of the total number of aircraft to have a more accurate estimate of the workload within any given sector. Results presented in other papers and in the section on multi sector planning later in this paper indicate that planning controllers ranked this complexity computation among the highest rated overall tools.
All load graph and table values reflect active trajectories. Predictions for provisional trajectories are given whenever new trajectory plans are viewed. These plans could have been initiated at the station or received from other stations. Figure 10 shows an example for how the peak sector load impact can be previewed when planning two trajectory changes.
Multi Aircraft Trajectory Planning
All the automation-assisted trajectory planning functions that exist at the tactical controller positions are also available at the planner positions. In order to assess the impact of moving an entire flow over a different routing, changing altitudes on multiple aircraft or other flow based trajectory management tasks, the planner can create a selection of several aircraft and manipulate their trajectories at the same time. This multi aircraft trajectory planning can be done graphically and/or via keyboard entries. All trajectories can be probed for conflicts and hazard penetrations as desired. Figure 10 shows a trial plan that moves two aircraft around a busy sector. The load table indicates how the peak number of aircraft will change when these new trajectories are implemented. 
Plan Coordination
Plans can be coordinated between traffic planner/manager stations for review. A single command can send a selection of trajectories to a different station. The receiving operators can review the plan using their own complexity assessment tools and approve or disapprove trajectory changes. Once a plan has been agreed upon, it can be sent to the sector controller or directly to the aircraft, under certain conditions. Coordination with area supervisors should precede trajectory changes impacting operations in the area. Each individual trajectory can be reviewed by the sector controller. When acceptable he or she sends the trajectory change to the aircraft. An approval message is automatically returned to the originator of the trajectory change and a new trajectory amendment is made in the information management system.
D. Airspace configuration functions
In support of research on flexible airspace management, the capability was added to MACS to dynamically create and invoke airspace sector boundary changes. There are two types of new functions associated with this: functions to modify the airspace configuration and functions to preview and invoke the dynamic boundaries throughout the system, including the sector controller display
Airspace Configuration Editing
In support of a flexible airspace management study in August 2010 MACS has been enhanced with the capability to review, edit, share and activate dynamic sector boundaries. Using a boundary edit control panel (not shown), the operator can select from a set of predefined configurations, and modify the boundaries graphically. During the editing process the load graphs and tables indicate how the predicted traffic load and complexity change if the boundaries are implemented. While editing sectors, the system makes sure that airspace constraints do not get violated. For example, boundaries that neighbor airspace that cannot be configured cannot be moved, intersections of multiple sectors are moved together and sectors always need to have a closed set of boundaries around them. In addition to the graphical editing, sectors can also be merged and split vertically and horizontally through the edit panel. Figure 11 shows an Figure 11 . Sector boundary editing in MACS.
example. The sector boundaries that are being edited are shown in cyan on the plan view display. The traffic load predictions for these sectors are updated in real-time and shown on the right in the load tables and graphs. In this case the two sector configurations on the top and bottom would create very different traffic loads for some sectors.
Once the airspace designer has created a suitable sector configuration, he or she can then share it with other operators, such as the impacted area supervisors for review. During that process the sector configuration can be modified further until everybody approves. Once approved a time for activation can be entered and the air traffic controllers can prepare changing to the new sector configuration.
Airspace Reconfiguration
During a simulation the AOL has the capability to activate the new sector boundaries and transition all controller stations from the old to the new sector configuration. The area supervisor can display the new sector configuration on the wall projection and staff the R and D-Side positions as necessary for the transition and the new configuration. Initial controller orientation can be done using the wall projection. At a predefined time before the boundary change (usually 3 to 5 minutes) the new boundaries are overlaid on the air traffic controllers" displays. Figure 12 43 shows a controller display during the transition from one sector configuration to the next.
The controllers can familiarize themselves with the new configuration. The workstation contains a countdown displayed indicating when the actual transition will occur. At the appropriate time the controllers start transferring aircraft to other air traffic control positions as required and brief each other on any noteworthy situations.
At the predefined time the boundary change occurs and all system functions, such as automated handoffs, conflict predictions, etc. use the new sector boundaries, as do the controllers.
Before, during and after the airspace configuration all other traffic management tools for flow based trajectory management remain intact. Therefore, both airspace changes and traffic flow changes can be used together in a complementary way by the operators to manage traffic load and complexity. As with all MACS features in the AOL, all functions are part of the same MACS software version. Only the configuration files have to change to adapt the version to the respective research objectives. 
Simulation Support Software
The simulation support software for off-line processing is integrated into two different software systems. MACS hosts many semi-automated tools for simultaneous generation of traffic and weather scenarios. MACS also supports certain types of data analysis. An additional tool frequently used in AOL research is the TCSim Route Analyzer/Constructor (TRAC), a Java-based, graphical airspace design, fast-time simulation, and data analysis tool. 20 Both, the new scenario generation capabilities in MACS and TRAC are described in the following sections.
A. Scenario Generation in MACS
Generating large scale traffic scenarios for human-in-the-loop simulations is very challenging. The scenarios unfold in a high fidelity simulation with controllers and pilots, who are very familiar with aircraft characteristics and traffic flows. Each aircraft in a scenario is relevant; otherwise it would not need to be there. Therefore, each aircraft needs to behave correctly. Small simulations may only require a few aircraft, such as part-task simulations of final approach control that may only need 20 or 30 aircraft. In these cases a manual process of scenario generation may be feasible. However it becomes less feasible, if for example specific characteristics for the spacing between aircraft are required. Larger scale simulations of NextGen en route traffic exercising traffic management and operational control room aspects require enough traffic to create flow problems across a large enough airspace for multiple hours at higher densities than today. Therefore, scenarios for thousands of aircraft need to be generated and often synchronized with specific weather situations. A manual process for this exercise is basically impossible. Live traffic is often considered a starting point, but NextGen is expected to eliminate many current day constraints, which make live traffic less usable. In order to address this problem the MACS built in scenario generator has been substantially improved and now provides many automated and semi-automated features available through the synchronized graphical editor and the spreadsheet style editor. Figure 13 shows an example of the spreadsheet-style "AC Table Editor" in MACS. The data for each aircraft are represented in one row. The columns contain the many parameters that allow the experimenter to specify the aircrafts behavior in the scenario precisely. The scenario editor contains an error checking function that can be customized to specific rule-sets. Typically the scenario values are checked against the performance parameters for given aircraft types, the routes are checked for consistency and certain rules about airlines and respective aircraft are implemented to some degree. In the example in Figure 13 the aircraft highlighted in red have errors in the fields indicated with red text. Three errors in this example are wrongful altitude for direction of flight, one aircraft has an Figure 13 . Spreadsheet-style "AC Table Editor" in MACS excessive Mach number for its aircraft type, and another error is an ill-defined route. The scenario editor can correct many errors automatically and the operator can use menus to invoke these functions.
Spreadsheet -Style Scenario Editing
The blue/green fields indicated in Figure 13 are set to "automatic", which means that the values in these fields are propagated from other fields. This can be used in many different ways. For example Mach number and indicated airspeed can be linked to each other; sector assignments can be propagated from the start position. Or an entire set of flight management speed profile parameters can be automatically computed from weight, cost index and cruise altitude of an aircraft and inserted into all respective speed values in the spread sheet.
Other editing functions integrated into the tabular scenario editor allow the operator to duplicate, delete or crop aircraft, and select aircraft by certain rules, such as aircraft that are predicted to penetrate weather or are predicted to be in conflict with each other (see Figure 14) .
In order to generate scenarios that create specific traffic load characteristics in the air traffic control sectors of interest, the operator can use the scenario editor to compute the load graphs for the sectors of interest and manipulate the scenario until the desired characteristics are achieved ( Figure 15 ). Scenario variations can be achieved by using several "jiggle" functions to change altitudes and initial positions of aircraft within pre-defined tolerances. 
Graphical Editing of Weather and Traffic
A very important new capability within MACS is the graphical generation of weather and traffic scenarios. A sophisticated weather editor was built into MACS that enables importing actual weather images, converting them into MACS-usable images, and creating complex weather paths with cells that realistically grow, decay and change shape and position. These weather simulations can then be displayed as weather loops for traffic managers, displayed in real-time on the controller and pilot displays, and in various ways to drive weather penetration probes. The scenario editor enables the experimenter to preview and edit weather and traffic at the same time. The manual weather editing functions, unlike snapshots of real weather, enable researchers to place the weather path at the exact location that will be most valuable for the research question. Often weather is intended to close certain routes or impact specific sector operations. These manipulations can easily be done with the graphical weather editing functions built into MACS.
Additionally the aircraft locations and trajectories can be modified within the same scenario editor to adhere to the generated weather situation. A frequent use of this function is indicated in Figure 16 and explained in the following example:
In many cases a scenario has to be designed so that it appears that aircraft have already been rerouted around the weather. Specifically at the beginning of the simulation, aircraft should not get initialized inside a convective weather cell or head straight into a thunderstorm. The operator editing the scenario can make use of a "time slider" to preview the traffic and weather situation at any future time in the scenario. Those aircraft that penetrate the weather can then be highlighted. Next, the operator can select all aircraft that penetrate the weather during a specific time-interval. Using the scenario editor the operator can graphically drag the aircraft"s route around the weather. With the automated functions built into MACS, these route changes get propagated to the routes and the filed routes fields displayed in the tabular scenario editor and the aircraft will avoid the weather during the simulation.
In order to launch these scenarios in a coordinated way to all station within a simulation, MACS distributes scenario control information upon scenario initialization. This information contains the traffic scenario to use, the weather file, any specific sector boundaries, and the data collection directory. TRAC (TCSim Route Analyzer/Constructor) is a Java-based, graphical airspace design, fast-time simulation, and data analysis tool. 20 TRAC provides a useful complement to MACS in the AOL by enabling researchers to design routes and airspace sectors, conduct analyses in fast time, then export the routes/sectors for use in MACS simulations. It also automates MACS data analysis and enables researchers to visualize data and produce a wide variety of important metrics almost immediately after a simulation trial is complete. TRAC also supports visualization and analysis of aircraft track data from a number of other sources important in NASA NextGen research, as well as conversion of track data to traffic scenarios. 21 TRAC also provides tools for rapidly constructing fast-time simulations that include scheduling functionality and various mechanisms for applying and analyzing control interventions. TRAC simulations run at up to approximately one hundred times real time using BADA performance models (depending on the complexity of scheduling functionality and simulated controller agents) and output key metrics automatically. All aircraft trajectories, including trial-planned trajectory modifications, are available for inspection (Figure 17 ). Mechanisms for modeling forecast wind errors and applying different fidelities of trajectory predictions are built in to support controllability and uncertainty analyses. 22 The TRAC codebase is readily extensible to support evolving research needs, and the TRAC executable is available to interested researchers. 
A. Super Density Operations: Controller Managed Spacing Studies (2008-2010)
In the terminal area the research focus in the AOL has been on enabling fuel efficient Optimized Profile Descents (OPD) with high throughput. In a series of controller managed spacing studies, situated at Atlanta and Los Angeles airports, controllers were given various tools to manage the spacing for aircraft arriving along RNAV/RNP arrival trajectories.
A series of human-in-the-loop simulations investigated decision support tools and display enhancements to aid terminal-area air traffic controllers managing high-density arrival traffic flying optimized profile descents along Area Navigation (RNAV) routes. The simulations used MACS emulations of the Standard Terminal Automation Replacement System (STARS) Graphical User Interface to provide a rich operational environment. The STARS interface was enhanced with timelines that display runway and other key schedules, "slot-marker" circles, speed clearance advisories, and airspeed displays (assumed available via ADS-B). Figure 18 shows an example MACS STARS display. The enhancements were designed to help controllers in conditioning terminal-area traffic flows for Figure 18 . Prototype approach controller tools: Timeline, slot markers and speed advisories merging, and achieve proper inter-arrival spacing without resorting to tactical heading vectors, instead using speed clearances that enable aircraft to remain on their assigned RNAV routes. Figure 19 shows an example of a slot-marker circle and speed advisory. Dwelling on an aircraft highlights an aircraft"s slot marker, which is driven by the runway schedule and nominal speed profile for the aircraft"s assigned RNAV route so that it appears where the aircraft should be if it were flying the nominal profile on schedule. The radius of the slot marker represents ten seconds of flying time, so that the circles become smaller as aircraft ground speed decreases throughout the descent. Speed advisories are also presented to the controller when aircraft are predicted to arrive with more than ten seconds of schedule error. The advisory is formulated to specify a speed to fly before crossing a specified waypoint at the charted speed. For example, Figure 19 shows an advisory to "Maintain 265 knots; cross BAYST at 240 knots (as charted) and maintain charted speeds thereafter." The current airspeed of both the aircraft (260 kts) and the slot marker (280 kts) is also displayed.
Results from a recent controller-managed spacing simulation 23, 24 indicated that controllers could use the tools to control arrivals using speed advisory clearances, enabling aircraft to stay on their RNAV routes ( Figure 20) . While the decision support tools did not significantly increase throughput or improve wake vortex spacing errors over those observed in simulation trials without tools, the tools also did not result in increased workload, and subject controllers found them both useful and easy to use. Feeder controllers responsible for conditioning arrival flows for merging on final approach found the schedule timelines helpful for identifying available slots and coordinating with each other. 
B. Separation Assurance/Functional Allocation (2007-2010)
Within NASA"s separation assurance research focus area, a series of controller-in-the-loop experiments has been conducted on high density air traffic operations with automated ground-based separation assurance. This human-inthe-loop (HITL) research in the AOL is coordinated with algorithm development, fast-time simulations and laboratory analyses conducted in the Aviation Systems Division at NASA Ames. 15, 18, 25, 26 and research on airborne separation assurance at NASA Langley 27 . The AOL uses the advanced ground-side automation capabilities described earlier in this paper for simulating the separation assurance operations. Levels of automation as well as off-nominal operations were investigated with controllers and pilots in the loop. Results of these studies have demonstrated the initial operational feasibility of this approach to provide two to three times current day capacity in en route airspace with all aircraft equipped with FANS 1/A-type data link capabilities. One specific research focus in the AOL is on the functional allocation between the automation and controller for NextGen separation assurance (SA). To date there have been three studies devoted specifically to this area, each one building upon the last and informing the next. One common thread linking these studies is that each one involved components of what is envisioned as a part of the NextGen environment with trajectory based operations, data comm. equipage, and ground-based automation to assist with the safe separation of aircraft.
The first in this series of human-in-the-loop studies, referred to as SA1, was conducted in 2007 and evaluated the differences in performance between participants resolving conflicts in a manual and interactive mode as well as a fully automated mode. This was done at current day (1x), twice (2x), and three times (3x) that level of traffic. At the heart of the interactive and fully automated modes lay the autoresolver algorithm outlined earlier. Workload impact and acceptability of the algorithm"s resolutions were also investigated. Results suggested that the automation provided significant benefits in terms of safety and efficiency particularly at higher levels of traffic. 28 Figure 21 highlights this finding as the number of separation violations increase by traffic density and manual functional allocation modes between the controller and the automation become insufficient. There was also a significant reduction in workload with higher levels of automation. The resolutions provided by the automation were also rated as being generally acceptable.
The second study, SA2, was conducted in 2008 and tested air/ground operations in an environment where ground-based automation was responsible for safely managing aircraft trajectories.
Controller participants were responsible for handling pilot requests that were deferred by the automation and also handled scripted off-nominal events and tactical conflict situations both with and without Tactical Separation Assurance Flight Environment (TSAFE) support. Operations were conducted at 2x and 3x levels of traffic. Results showed that the strategic conflict resolution automation was able to resolve 98% of conflicts, 95% of uplinked trajectories were rated as acceptable to the flight crew participants, and workload was generally low. Of the tactical conflicts, 75% were resolved, which served as a springboard for discussion of the issues related to such automation and how they could be addressed in future research. 12 The most recent of the SA studies (SA3) was conducted in 2010 and was a joint effort between NASA Ames and Langley Research Centers. The joint aspects of study examined the functional allocation of separation assurance between the flight deck and the ground. The AOL"s focus was on ground-based automated separation assurance operations in a near full mission NextGen control room environment. Advanced ground-side operations were simulated where controllers managed by exception through the handling of conflict situations deferred by automation and managing aircraft following a conflict avoidance event. This was done under various arrival metering situations in short, medium, and long runs of varied and fluctuating levels of traffic. Weather avoidance was also a key element in the long, three hour runs. Thus far, results show that workload was generally low despite high levels of traffic; Operational Errors occurred but appeared to be localized based on complexity, and feedback from the controller participants on the overall concept was positive. 29 An initial comparison of results from the ground-based study to the companion study at NASA Langley on the airborne approach to separation assurance is underway. Initial results will be presented at the AIAA ATIO conference in 2010. The studies within the area of SA have provided a wealth of knowledge on many of its relevant issues and those important to the ability to meet the demands of the future. Each of the studies has laid the groundwork for the next and, based on that, a great deal of continued work, both collaborative and independent, is planned for the future. The results of this work will not, however, be confined to SA research, but will be, as it already has been, applied and integrated into other concepts being explored.
C. Dynamic Airspace Configuration: Mixed Operations and Flexible Airspace
In a related study conducted under the Dynamic Airspace Configurations (DAC) research focus area, separation assurance for equipped aircraft was entirely automated and controllers managed only unequipped aircraft. It was shown that a certain number of unequipped aircraft could be handled within the same airspace as equipped aircraft that are managed by another entity. 31 Research on flexible airspace concepts has evaluated the impact of small, modest and extreme dynamic sector boundary changes on air traffic controllers. Software was implemented to run scripted sector boundary changes during real-time simulations. Tools were designed to allow supervisors and controllers to preview new boundaries and take the required actions before the boundary change occurs. Results indicate that changing sector boundaries is feasible. Main contributors to controller workload during the boundary change were initially identified. 32 Both areas, mixed operations in the same airspace and flexible airspace management are described below.
Mixed Equipage Operations of Automation-separated and Controller-managed Aircraft (2008)
As the concept for automated separation assurance evolves, the airspace requirements needed to support it must be established. One key design question is whether this future airspace should be segregated or integrated. Segregated (or "exclusionary") airspace would only permit access to those aircraft that are supported by either ground-based or airborne separation management automation. Integrated (or "non-exclusionary") airspace would also permit access to unequipped aircraft that require controller involvement in the separation assurance process. The main advantage of segregated airspace is that it provides a more homogeneous operating environment (less variation in aircraft equipage, roles and responsibilities for human operators, potential differences in separation requirements, etc.). However, segregated airspace could come at a significant cost in underutilized airspace capacity and in reduced user flexibility because such partitioning by definition limits access to all users. This could be especially problematic during weather or other flow restricting events. Therefore, research into the feasibility of integrated airspace is warranted to determine whether aircraft with different levels of equipage can co-exist in the same airspace and under what conditions this may be possible 31 . Prior literature on mixed equipage or mixed operations airspace has shown initial feasibility in some studies 33, 34 and uncovered feasibility issues in others 35, 36 . A study was conducted in 2008 to examine the implications of mixed equipage on airspace configuration requirements for advanced separation assurance operations, particularly under higher traffic densities.
The main objective of this study was to explore the feasibility and impact of mixed operations between equipped aircraft managed by automation and unequipped aircraft managed by air traffic controllers. The experiment consisted of four conditions, incorporating a within-subjects design. The number of equipped aircraft was varied across the conditions. In the Baseline condition (0x), there were no equipped aircraft. In the Conditions 1x, 2x, and 3x, the number of equipped aircraft was held relatively constant at 15, 30, and 45 aircraft, respectively, across the 45-minute scenario. These were approximately 1, 2, and 3 times the maximum traffic count that a single controller could manage in the test sectors under current day operations. In contrast, the number of unequipped aircraft was varied within each scenario, increasing linearly from around 5 to 20 aircraft during the simulation runs. Figure 23 (left-side) illustrates the traffic load for 3x condition in sector 90. In this condition, relatively constant equipped aircraft (approx. 40 -45) fly through the sector while the unequipped aircraft increases from two to around twenty aircraft during a simulation run. Figure 23 (right-side) shows the corresponding workload for the 3x traffic condition, as well as the 0x, 1x, and 2x traffic conditions. The workload ratings correspond mostly to the number of unequipped aircraft. The data suggest that the number of equipped aircraft also impact the workload but at a much lesser scale, as evidenced by the overall increase in workload with increase in the number of equipped aircraft (i.e. workload increase from 0x to 3x traffic).
A confederate "supervisor" assigned to each participant was asked to monitor controller workload and restrict unequipped aircraft entry into the sector as needed. This procedure was used during the simulation to establish a maximum unequipped aircraft count and "turn away" count for each run. As the number of equipped aircraft increased, more aircraft were turned away, suggesting that equipped aircraft contribute to the airspace complexity for the controllers managing the unequipped aircraft (see Figure 24 ).
The above results and participant feedback suggest that the mixed equipage operations are feasible, to a limit, within the same airspace. Airspace can be integrated and unequipped aircraft can get access as long as an examination of the primary complexity factors does not exceed certain thresholds. Primary factors include the number of unequipped aircraft already in the airspace, the overall traffic density and the number of current and expected offtrajectory operations. Overall, this study indicates that static and strict airspace segregation is not needed and could unnecessarily limit capacity. 31 
Dynamic Airspace Configuration (2009)
In the National Airspace System, a key aspect of air traffic management is to adapt to changing traffic demand, traffic flow, and airspace/system constraints while maintaining safe and efficient operations. In NextGen, the traffic is predicted to increase substantially, creating an environment in which effective balancing of demand and capacity becomes a high priority. In Dynamic Airspace Configuration, it is expected that the demand-capacity balance can be achieved by selectively managing the airspace capacity in conjunction with managing the traffic demand. Instead of reducing the traffic demand to address the demand-capacity imbalance, sector boundaries can be flexibly reconfigured to redistribute the traffic volume and demand across sectors 37, 38 . In such operations, the demand and capacity can be calculated for one to two hours into the future to identify sectors that could exceed the traffic threshold as well as sectors that are under-utilized. Using various airspace optimization algorithms, airspace can be reconfigured to manage the existing traffic demand without moving aircraft away from existing routes. A number of airspace optimization algorithms are currently being explored to find the best ways to reconfigure the airspace. For a wider implementation of Dynamic Airspace Configuration, general questions related to where, how often, and how fast the sector boundary changes can occur need to be examined, because there may be an adverse impact of flexible sector boundary changes on the ANSPs. Better understanding of the ANSPs" abilities to handle the transition is needed. A human-in-the-loop simulation was conducted in 2009 to address some of the questions posed above. Traffic scenarios with varying types and severity of boundary changes (BCs) were used to test their impact on the controllers. The experiment consisted of four test conditions. A Baseline condition with no boundary changes was used to establish the baseline workload and other performance metrics. Three additional conditions consisted of Low, Medium, and High severity of BCs (see Figure 25) . Three airspace resectorization algorithms were selected based upon their approach and aggressiveness related to the magnitude of the sector boundary change and they were labeled as Low, Medium, and High according to the severity of the BCs. The algorithms that were leveraged for this study are a part of an ongoing research effort at NASA to explore different ways to create dynamic sectorizations.
Predictably, the greater severity of the BCs resulted in higher workload and lower acceptability ratings. The greater BC severity also increased the controller task loads, such as the number of handoffs and pointouts (see Figure 26 ).
Per each boundary change, metrics such as airspace volume change, number of aircraft, and various task loads (e.g., handoffs, pointouts, etc.) were compared against subjective metrics such as workload and acceptability, as well as the safety implications in terms of separation losses and other operational errors. Hierarchical stepwise regression narrowed the explanatory variables for overall workload during BCs down to the following:
 airspace volume change  aircraft count  number of late handoff acceptances Since prior research showed aircraft count to be the main predictor of workload, it is notable that airspace volume change was a better predictor than the aircraft count during BCs. Hierarchical stepwise regression of the acceptability ratings identified aircraft gained/lost as the single predictor of the ratings.
Subjective feedback on workload and acceptability identified a similar set of predictors as the regression and correlation analyses. Interestingly, high frequency of boundary changes (between 5 to 30 minutes) was not a factor for either workload or acceptability ratings. Observations also supported that as long as controllers had enough time to prepare for each BC (three minutes in this study), high BC frequency did not pose a major problem. In terms of the timing of the BC, finding and/or creating an appropriate time when fewer aircraft are present would help reduce the BC workload. Participants commented that they would be able to handle large volume changes if they had sufficient transition time to monitor the traffic and prepare for the BC. An important caveat to the concept feasibility is that participants needed a reliable conflict probe to manage the BCs. They reported that they did not have adequate situation awareness of the incoming traffic for separation management without the help of the decision support tools. Overall, the results and feedback from the study showed that Flexible Airspace is a promising concept worth further development and refinement. 32, 43 A number of tradeoffs may be required in finding the most effective way to address the demand-capacity imbalance while keeping the human controller integrated and functioning meaningfully within the system. Based on the results from this study, further research can begin in addressing these issues.
D. Multi Sector Planning
As discussed before, when demand for an airspace sector exceeds capacity, the balance can be re-established by reducing the demand, increasing the capacity, or both. The Multi-Sector Planner (MSP) concept has been proposed to better manage traffic demand and it has been examined both in the U.S. and Europe 44, 45, 46, 47 . The MSP concept introduces an ANSP position/function that modifies in-flight trajectories for aircraft within specific flows, reducing traffic or airspace complexity to manageable levels across multiple sectors. The potential benefit for such a position or function could be a more responsive and dynamic management of traffic with greater efficiencies relative to current management methods, thereby providing a better distribution of workload/resources at the sector level and reducing impact to system users. The concept was originally developed as a set of functions that would be performed by a new facility position called the MSP. The multi-sector planning process includes problem identification, situation assessment, solution development, and plan coordination. Initial identification of the local area problem may occur in the TMU or control floor, while situation assessment and plan development may involve traffic management, one or more MSPs, and front line managers depending on the scope and complexity of the problem and its proposed solution. The person(s) who has developed the solution identifies the person(s) impacted by the plan and coordinates with them accordingly. The solution is then sent to the radar sector as a clearance request which the controller reviews and issues to the aircraft if it is acceptable.
Funded The primary findings of the study will be published in fall 2010. 45, 48 A second goal of the study was to evaluate the air traffic management and air traffic control tools used during this simulation. The multi sector planning research was the initial reason for developing many of the advanced traffic management functions described earlier in this paper and depicted in Figure 9 . Papers on the detailed findings of the effectiveness of the tools are forthcoming. 19 A few high level results are presented below. Operationally current air traffic operator participants, who had experience as both, area supervisor and traffic management coordinator, served as MSPs during the study. After the simulation they rated the MSP toolset (68 functions) in a questionnaire. Overall, the ratings were high with an average of 4.47 on a scale of 1 (not at all useful/usable) to 6 (very useful/usable). Figure 28 depicts the thirteen highest rated tools and functions.
Air/Ground data link was rated as the most useful and usable tool. The 11 tools that followed were also rated very high at 5.75. Trial planning functions in general and route trial planning in particular were also part of the top ten. Load tables and Load graphs were among the remaining highest rated tools as was the real time complexity prediction available at the load tables and load graphs.
During the MSP study mid-term trajectory-based air traffic control operations were simulated that enabled controllers to handle up to 33 % more traffic than today without a drastic change in roles and responsibilities The air traffic controller tools at the sector positions were a continuation of radar controller tools that had been developed and tested in previous experiments on the R-side at NASA Ames. They had proven very effective in the past 49 and this simulation underscored this effectiveness. 17 The tools support trajectory-based sector operations similar to those envisioned in the NextGen high-altitude concepts. The philosophy is centered on implementing all flight path modifications via highly responsive semi-automated trajectory manipulation tools that are integrated with data link. With these tools the average Monitor Alert Parameter (MAP) for the test sectors could be raised from 18 to 24 without overloading the controllers. This is an increase in airspace capacity of 33% over today without changing the primary roles and responsibilities of controllers.
In a post simulation questionnaire tactical controllers were asked to rate the usefulness of some of the new tools that they used at the sector positions on a scale of 1 (Not at all useful) to 6 (Very useful). Figure 29 summarizes the results of the R-side controller ratings.
Figure 28. Top 13 MSP tools as rated by the MSPs
The highest rated functions were related to conflict resolutions such as Conflict Probing (5.9), Altitude Trial Planning (5.8), and Route Trial Planning (5.6). Automated functions for conflict resolution were rated as useful, but could benefit from minor improvements. Data link functions such as Automatic Transfer of Communication (5.6) and Uplink Clearance (5.4) were also rated as very useful.
Some controllers commented that generated altitudes did not account for direction of flight rules but found the altitude trial planning as generally useful. The mechanisms for detecting and handling clearance requests from other positions were rated as useful as well. The weather tools received mixed ratings from the sector controllers with a standard deviation of 1.5 (weather probing) and 1.6 (weather resolution). Some controllers disliked that the vague predictability of convective weather often made their trajectory changes not as good as expected, but others gave the functions high marks and liked the capability.
Overall the provided toolset received high marks and can be considered adequate for the simulation of mid-term trajectory-based operations and to investigate NextGen concepts. Moreover, the capabilities available in the AOL can be considered a realistic prototype of many functions envisioned for NextGen.
V. Concluding Remarks
The Airspace Operations Laboratory at the NASA Ames Research Center hosts a powerful air traffic simulation environment. Many capabilities that are already integrated and the expandable rapid prototyping environment make it an excellent test bed for visionary NextGen concepts as well as transitional near-and mid-term operations. The continuous refinement of air traffic control and management capabilities has created powerful prototypes of systems that could become the backbone of NextGen. In order to get there, research needs to continue to address critical questions in the appropriate simulation environment. The AOL is well equipped to investigate the effectiveness of NextGen operational concepts in a meaningful air traffic control and management context.
